HS 102

COURSE LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. Students will integrate the study of human services and integrate this with ethical awareness and responsibility as community and world citizens.
2. Identify specific ethical dilemmas and demonstrate critical thinking and resolution
3. Integrate textual study with real life and real word examples of human service issues
4. Provide direct service to a population or agency in need.
5. Increase awareness of community, national, and international concerns as they relate to human services.
6. Reflect and identify personal skills that will be valuable in the human service field.
7. Increase awareness of the diversity of human services and the population in need. This will include but not be limited to children, adults, the elderly, people with disabilities, educational services, civic organizations, for profit and not for profit agencies, prisons, recreational resources, and related sites.
8. Recognize individual biases and how they may interfere with human service delivery.
9. Develop a plan of action for continued career application in the field if desired.

COURSE OUTLINE

COMING SOON!